BOOK THE SIXTH
GOD, SATAN AND HOMO TEWLER
chapter i
TewUr to sapiens
T
HAT completes all that is essential in the life of Edward
Albert Tewler, his Deeds and Significant Sayings.
But before this specimen human being can be put definitively
into its place, in space, in time, among the stars, and Finis
written to this book, a few possibly exasperating comments
have still to be made on the nature of the universe and the
wisdom of the ages. The reader was warned of this in the
penultimate paragraph of the Introduction (q»v.).
Certain types of Homo Tewler, functioning under the
designations of philosophers, theologians, teachers and the
like, are still regarded with an excessive awe and far too
readily accepted at their own valuation by the great majority
of our race. They are like business, firms, competing among
themselves for a monopoly, but agreed in selling God, Truth
and Righteousness into the Tewler soul precisely as the
proprietary medicine sellers sold their bottlefuls into Mrs
Richard Tewler's body. Not too confidently. Most of them
betray a doubt of their own reality by dressing up in strange
apologetic garments, gowns, hoods, robes, the oddest tiaras,
mitres, petticoats and the like, shaving their heads, growing
vast unclean beards, as who should say, " I am peculiar* I
am not a man but a divine medium."
I ask you ; a medium for what ?
For philosophy ? But can there be more than one single
philosophy for sane humanity? And can that philosophy
be so outside the limits of the human understanding that
it is necessary to dress up like a Gold Coast witch-doctor
to expound that higlf hokey-pokey ? Sinfce poor rambling
Homo sub-sapiens began to put facts together and ask questions
about them, he has been accumulating a vast disorder of

